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Meissen Fox series
Cross cultural exchanges that occur throughout the history of ceramics inform my work. By 

mining this rich historical territory, I reveal bilateral dialogues and aesthetic connections that 

unravel narratives of porcelain production. My current body of work is influenced by the 

historical narrative surrounding the life-size porcelain sculpture of a fox produced by Johann 

Gottliev Kirchner and made in the Saxon royal porcelain manufactory in Meissen between 1730 

and 1735, currently on view at the Getty Center, Los Angeles. This fox form was one example 

of animal forms commissioned by Augustus the Strong for the purpose of creating a porcelain 

menagerie as part of Naturalienkammer, or collection of natural wonders and curiosities for his 

Japanese Palace (Japanisches Palais) in Dresden. The animals were perceived as a representation 

of the universe and symbols of royal enlightenment.

I first encountered these porcelain animals in 2001 at the Getty when I had just begun working 

with clay. I was attracted to the cracks that covered the forms; they suggest strong artistic 

ambition, but also technical limitations of the young porcelain manufactory. These cracks were 

regarded as flaws that ultimately led to the abandonment of the creation of large figures around 

1738. I found the expressions of the fox’s face, innovations with internal supports, and air vents 

to be fascinating.

The porcelain foxes point to European perceptions of the East and specifically, Japan. I attempt 

to expose the inherent textual complexities within the work of Kirchner through creating the 

familiar fox form with specific alterations by adding various cultural items from Japan in its 

mouth. The Shigaraki tanuki and the melted Arita-ware point to certain breaks in narratives of 

aesthetics and history. By investigating these traditions I reexamine the pluralistic identity of 

ceramics and its roots in globalism and geopolitics.




